Cette méthode pourrait ouvrir de nouvelles voies dans des domaines aussi variés que l'électro-photographie, le traitement d'image ou l'instrumentation médicale. Abstract. 2014 We propose a new method for high resolution determination of surface electric charge distributions on a dielectric plate. The method is based on the measurement of the variation of the charges induced on a probe when the charges to be measured are being displaced. This local perturbatidn is achieved by means of a laser pulse focused on a thin absorbing target adjacent to the dielectric. By In order to produce such a perturbation, various techniques can be considered, involving acoustical optical or electrical excitations of the local deformation. In the following, we describe an experiment using an optical excitation by a short duration laser pulse focused on a small area of the electrode opposite to the probe.
The generation of short-rise-time pressure waves by pulsed laser irradiation of metal targets has been intensively studied in the last ten years [5] . In various recent publications [6] [7] [8] [9] , this technique was used to determine the electric field or charge distributions inside dielectric materials. As was shown in reference [10] , these distributions can be derived, using a one dimensional model, from the time variations of the open-circuit voltage or short-circuit current during the propagation of the pressure wave through the dielectric.
In the present paper, we use the impact of a short duration laser pulse focused on a metal target to produce a localized pressure wave which can be transmitted to the sample under investigation.
1. Theoretical -We consider a dielectric plate of thickness e. One side is adjacent to an electrode; on the other side there is a non uniform distribution of surface charges a(x, y). We assume for simplicity that the dielectric plate has neither bulk space charges nor polarization. By focusing the laser beam at a point (xo, yo ) on the front electrode ( Fig. 2) , a local compressional wave is created and transmitted to the dielectric in which it travels at the sound velocity v. The related transit time is r = elv. The X is the compressibility of the material defined as X = -V-1 A~/Ap, zf = do -vt is the zero order expression of the position of the wave front Zf(t), and p(z, t) is the pressure profile. In the case of a step function pressure wave of amplitude Ap, this expression reduces to LBe( t) = X ap vt. The distance between the electrodes can be divided into three regions (see Fig. 3b ), the first one related to the air gap (0 z d, (t) ~ the second one to the uncompressed region of the dielectric plate (dl(t) z z f(t)) and the third one to the compressed region (z f(t) z do(t)). In these regions, the permittivities are respectively eo, B = Br so and ~' = 8~ Bo. A first order calculation can be made assuming that the diameter of the probe is large as compared to the lateral dimensions of the compressed region and to the distance between the probe and the front electrode. We assume also that in the compressed region the surface charge density is uniform a(x, y) = oB Since the electric field lines are constant in each region (no space charge), and using the continuity of the electrical displacement, the value of the charge Q induced on the probe by the charges lying on s, before the propagation of the pressure wave in the sample, is, in short-circuit conditions : The only difference between equations (3) and (4) In figure 4 , we show the output voltage of the charge amplifier as a function of time, for a shot in a charged region of the dielectric plate. The time scale originates when the laser pulse occurs. The flat part of the signal is associated with the propagation of the pressure pulse in the front electrode and to the delays introduced by the cables and the amplifiers. The transit time through the dielectric foil is 19 ns. The sensitivity of the charge amplifier being 2 V/pC, one can obtain the total amount of charge in the perturbed region of the foil. It is of the order of 10-13 C.
Since in this single shot measurement the voltage signal to noise ratio is better than 10, and can easily be improved by signal averaging the method allows detection of charge packages less than 10'~C. In the case of a pressure pulse characterized by a duration Tp much shorter than e/v, the signal will be maximum when the pressure pulse has completely penetrated the dielectric, so that the measurement should be made at an instant t of the order of Tp.
The surface of the dielectric plate can be scanned using two different techniques : the laser beam and the probe can be moved simultaneously parallel to the dielectric, or the metallized dielectric can be moved between these two elements.
This new principle for measuring surface charges seems to be very attractive. It can be applied to situations where the charges are lying on the surface or at a rather constant distance from the surface. The mathematical analysis has been made assuming that the charges were localized at the surface. If one has a distribution of bulk charges, two cases can be considered : either the bulk charges are localized at a constant depth or they depend on the three coordinates. In the first case the above calculation can very easily be extended. In the second case one has to take into account the analysis described in references [7] and [10] .
By improving the various above described parameters, it should be possible to reduce the power of each laser pulse. That would make easier the use of high repetition rate, short duration pulses, which would lead to rapid scanning of large areas of charged surfaces such as dielectric foils or photoconductors.
